
MY SPEECH FOR FIFTH GRADE CLASS

My fellow 5th Grade-icans, I am not running for class president because I have a bigger baseball card collection than the
other candidates.

Grouping students by ability only benefit the smartest ones. Monitoring butterflies in the field outside and in
our garden. However, I did not anticipate the persistence he would bring to the mission. I have no clue. Family
members I admire: uncles, aunts, nieces or nephews. If I was born hundred years ago, I would be â€¦: African
masks and their meaning in holy rituals. Schools should offer rewards for good test scores. Things that make
you happy right away if you have the power to buy or dictate. The world would be a better place if â€¦ fill in
your highest dreams Environmental problems in our community. I asked him to show me what he had been
writing. Funny things my pet has done. I believe I have the ability, passion and know how to make Francis
Wyman an even cooler school. It was quite impressive. But let's be honest, neither do you. Cheating at school
is getting worse. And as a representative of our homeroom I come out for bringing new energy and new
enthusiasm to the Student Council. There were new ways to practice math facts, explore other countries,
consume content, connect with other classrooms, create films and slide shows, animate information and
document learning. Represent the students in our homeroom by getting to know your thoughts and ideas 4.
Locker room talk is demeaning to female students. High school should be treated as if it were a job. Students
do not have to get involved with everything in high school. Boys hide their body image pressure. The racial
make up of a school is important. Strange experiences in a restaurant or bar and the moral lesson you draw
after that. Finally, I would like to talk about the proposed ban of invisible guns. I am sure that our goals are
similar - we are all here to obtain education that will teach us how to make the world a slightly better place.
The methods used to deal with bullies are not effective. He loves our class, I love our class and we are crazy
awesome, so keep that in mind while I now explain why we suck so hard. Adventure racing and famous heroes
on motorbikes â€” so-called off the road movie clips could be nice video aids Such as Steppenwolf. A great
quantity of this special theme is to be sorted out of animals and keeing them at home. I want a new law on â€¦
Well feel free to repair and remedy abuses. My penpal or better: email-pal from the other side of the world. A
ride in a truck for transporting heavy objects. Class sizes make a big difference. Shocking, actually. My heart
breaks as I tell her how I led the crap out of that line. Ways I use to relax. Report information from the Council
meetings back to our homeroom A few of the ways I plan to meet these duties are: 1. Then start them up
again. How we went left, then right, now left again! In case of hesitation â€” do not cross this line: My
favorite family story. Your most favorite memories are also great grade 6 speech topics too to talk about in
school.


